Copper Nanoplates for Printing Flexible High-Temperature Conductors
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ABSTRACT: Copper has attracted immense interest in advanced electronics attributed to its abundance and high electrical and thermal characteristics. However, the ease of oxidation when subjected to heat and humidity drastically limits its material reliability under extreme environments. Here, we utilize copper nanoplates as a building block to achieve a thermally stable (upwards of 1300 °C), antioxidation, and anticorrosion-printed conductor, with the capability of additively manufacturing on Corning flexible Alumina Ribbon Ceramic. We elucidate the printed copper nanoplates with a low sheet resistance of 4 mΩ/sq/mil by means of a surface-coordinated formate that inculcates high oxidation and corrosion resistance on a molecular level. In addition, an in situ copper−graphene conversion leads to a hybridized conductor displaying stability at elevated temperatures up to 1300 °C with high ampacity. Further mechanistic studies reveal high-temperature stability from in situ graphene conversion for copper and graphene interfaces, and preferential stacking of copper nanoplates, distinctly suited for emerging high-temperature flexible electronics.
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INTRODUCTION

Advanced electronics are undergoing a paradigm shift to increase their printability, portability, miniaturization, and versatility in different environments.1−5 Simultaneously, electrical conducting materials, like metals, must complement the shift toward reliable, highly resistant, and high-performance conductors under extreme environments such as high temperatures and in reactive atmospheres.6 Achieving such disparate functionalities will require the rational design and manufacturing of the conductor material and its hierarchical structures. However, traditional metal conductors are energetically expensive to produce and are susceptible to extreme environments,7 creating a challenge for next-generation flexible electronic applications.7 Printable electronics, on the other hand, allow miniaturizing of electronic devices to be increasingly versatile and portable. However, the difficulties lie in the nanoscaled materials used, where the higher surface-to-volume ratios lead to lower melting points and greater susceptibility to oxidation and corrosion, relative to their bulk counterparts.8−10 In addition, the two most common types of conductors have diametrically opposite properties: higher melting point with lower conductivities (e.g., tungsten and nickel) and lower melting points with higher conductivities (e.g., silver and gold).

One promising metal conductor is copper, a ubiquitous electrically conductive material used in electronics, with high conductivities and a melting point higher than most other highly conductive metals,5,9,10 and is significantly more abundant and inexpensive. However, a rudimentary issue with bulk copper materials is their high susceptibility to oxidation under ambient conditions.11 Despite the success of utilizing energetically expensive fabrication of copper conductors through electroplating,8,12 or alloying,2,3,8,9 printable copper conductors with the controlled feature dimensions have been highly sought after.3,4,13,14 As such, there is a need for
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developing a new printable conductive material with amplified electric performance and stability. 15 Printable copper conductors consist of nanostructured materials made from either nanoparticles, nanowires (1D), or nanoplates (2D). Copper nanoparticles (Cu NP) have been widely studied due to their facile synthesis,16,17 whereas copper nanowires (Cu NWs) and copper nanoplates (Cu NPLs) are interesting due to their anisotropic growth, which provides a unique advantage over Cu NP. When compared to Cu NPs, Cu NWs have significantly lower percolation thresholds for a conductive film due to high aspect ratios of the nanostructure, which provides a unique advantage over Cu NP. Past the basic conductive ink, passivation and sintering of the conductor are most likely required. First, as mentioned before, copper is easily oxidized and requires passivation to protect the surface. This can be achieved through a variety of methods such as molecular passivation,22 core/shell passivation,23 and polymer encapsulation24 to name a few. Second, most conductive inks require an additive that must be decomposed via sintering for a better connection between architecture. The printability of the conductive inks is also of great importance. Cu NPs have the best printability due to smaller sizes but can have potential issues with agglomeration of the NPs, which can result in fragile prints.24 In addition to these, Cu NWs tend to suffer from clogging of the nozzles due to the large aspect ratio, thus limiting the available printing techniques.1,2,20 Cu NPLs, due to the 2D architecture, do not suffer from nozzle clogging as much from the larger aspect ratio but are limited to the size of the basal plane (similar to the diameter of Cu NPs).

Figure 1. Copper nanoplates and their performance of printed Cu conductors. (a) A schematic of the synthesis of Cu NPLs from nucleation followed by surface passivation. (b) A schematic depicting the process of obtaining printed conductors. The HPMC is burned off during sintering, and the dopamine converts into graphene. (c) The image shows the final product of the printed sample. (d) Ashby plot of the operating temperature vs conductivity for different printable inks, which have been investigated (Pt,44 GaIn,45 Au,46 Sn,47 Cu/Ni,48 graphene,49 Ag–Sn50) or is commercially available (Ag,51 C,51 Ni51). The red stars are printed conductors discussed in this work. (e) SEM and (f) TEM images of a Cu NPL. The (f, inset) selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of Cu NPL from panel (f).
percolated nanostructures. Two common techniques used for sintering conductors involve photonic sintering and thermal sintering in a tube furnace. Both techniques require high temperatures to decompose the additives, but photonic sintering requires pulsed light and can be done in ambient conditions, whereas the tube furnace relies on conventional heating and requires inert gas to protect from oxidation.

In this study, we describe the controlled growth and hybridization strategies of the 2D highly crystalline copper (111) nanoplate (Cu NPL) morphology as a building block for the development of high-temperature stability, antioxidation, and anticorrosion conductor materials, with the capability of additive manufacturing onto Corning flexible Alumina Ribbon Ceramic. We emphasize that the surface coordination of formate could introduce high oxidation and corrosion resistance for the printed Cu conductors (Cu-FA) without influencing their electrical conductivity (a sheet resistance of 4 mΩ/sq/mil), in addition to the increased working temperature by 100 °C compared to that of untreated Cu conductors. We also utilized an in situ copper–graphene (Cu–G) conversion, with the resulting conductors demonstrating stability at high temperatures, surviving up to 1300 °C (Figure 1c). This improved stability and conductivity at elevated temperatures are a result of the electronic hybridization between copper and graphene interfaces, which is supported by molecular dynamic simulations and in situ spectroscopies. Lastly, further characterizations were made to determine the purity of the Cu NPLs in addition to their stacking orientation. The developed Cu NPL ink for printed conductors, along with the demonstrated additive manufacturing process, is promising for electronic applications where specific geometric patterning is required.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The overall scheme starting with the synthesis of the Cu NPLs, following the passivation of these NPLs, is shown in Figure 1a. Figure 1b illustrates the schematic of the fabrication process utilized for printing the Cu ink (illustration of Figure 1b...
depicts the example of the in situ conversion of dopamine to graphene in the Cu−G conductor). Figure 1c shows the printed pattern on an Alumina Ribbon Ceramic substrate. The electrical conductivities of various Cu-based conductors (presented here from commercial sources) and their respective operating temperatures are shown in an Ashby plot (Figure 1d). Our Cu-hybridized conductors are observed to have not only higher operating temperatures than most of the printable inks but also higher electrical conductivities. Interestingly, Cu−G in an inert atmosphere is shown to have the highest operation temperature, even above the melting point of bulk copper. It should be noted that the only printable inks with higher electrical conductivities are comprised of noble metals.

Anisotropic Growth of Copper Nanoplates. The dimension/shape control of copper nanostructures is a fundamental component in the development of printable conductive ink material, as size limits the printing technique used. For the synthesis of Cu NPLs, one method that has been explored was by introducing iodide in the reaction mixture. Lee et al. utilized a simple hydrothermal synthesis method to synthesize Cu NWs and Cu NPLs just by adding iodide. By utilizing the wet-chemistry synthesis, we showed controlled growth of 2D highly crystalline Cu NPLs through the reduction of copper chloride by glucose and subsequent adsorption of iodide on the Cu (111) plane (Figures S1 and S2). It should be noted that iodide also adsorbs on the (100) plane as well and also increases the rate of growth on that plane. The iodine adsorption on the (111) plane acts as a shape-directing agent where it hinders the growth on the (111), resulting in an anisotropic growth in the 2D direction.

The addition of hexadecylamine (HDA) acts mainly as a ligand and a main component in forming the penta-twinned Cu seeds. Its long chain also allows for tightly packed monolayers that prevent aggregation and also protection for the copper from oxidizing. HDA also plays a large role in the growth of Cu NWs. However, HDA is only physisorbed on the copper, not contributing to the growth of the Cu NPLs themselves. The scanning and transmission electron microscopic (SEM and TEM) images of as-synthesized Cu NPLs are shown in Figure 1e,f, revealing the 2D architecture of as-synthesized ultrathin Cu NPLs.

Here, we define our 2D plate morphology (Cu NPLs) as having an aspect ratio between the basal plane and thickness to be greater than 10. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (Figure 1f, inset) for the Cu NPLs in Figure 1f suggests their highly crystalline nature. In addition, the hexagonal diffraction pattern is an indication that the basal plane is the Cu {111} facet. The size distribution of synthesized Cu NPLs can be well controlled by manipulating the nucleation and growth by means of tuning the reaction conditions discussed in the Supporting Information (Figure S1b–d).

Physical Characteristics of Cu NPL Conductors. The observations above described the controlled synthesis of printable Cu material feedstocks for the development of an aqueous-based ink material to be printed for the evaluation of its electrical conductivity (Figure 2a).
Effect of Thickness and HPMC Concentration on the Conductivity of Printed Cu Conductor. Figure 2b shows the relationship between the sheet resistance and Cu loading concentrations of the printed features, where the increase of Cu concentration (wt %) and the number of printing passes increases the thickness of the printed feature. Furthermore, the increase in thickness also correlates with the decrease in its sheet resistance. Ideally, a low sheet resistance could be achieved at a higher Cu feedstock; however, the Cu ink’s printability becomes increasingly difficult at feedstock concentrations above 6 wt %. Additionally, on a linear scale (Figure S3a), the decrease in sheet resistance becomes minor once the thickness reaches above 50 μm. Therefore, a 6 wt % Cu feedstock is selected for the following studies.

In addition, the inset of Figure 2b describes the electrical conductivity dependence on the hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) additive concentration for printed Cu features for tuning viscosity and printability. The electrical conductivity increases from $1 \times 10^4$ to $8 \times 10^4$ S/m, an 8-fold increase, by increasing the HPMC solution content from 2 to 50 wt % in the copper ink. The increased conductivity is a result of an improved adhesion and dispersibility of Cu in the preparation of the printable ink materials. The electrical conductivity improved most significantly from 10 to 20 wt % HPMC in the printable Cu materials (from $2 \times 10^3$ to $6 \times 10^3$ S/m), while any further increase in HPMC above 20 wt % shows minor increments in the conductivity. Therefore, 20 wt % HPMC is selected for further studies.

Electrical Conductivity of Sintered Cu NPLs at Different Sintering Conditions and Overtime Stability. To further increase its conductivity (or decrease the sheet resistance), a postsintering treatment for the printed Cu patterns is crucial. Sintering results in the improvement of the conductivity/lower sheet resistance through the decomposition of nonconductive organics while annealing the Cu nanostructures for increased contact and density. By varying the sintering temperature (Figure 2c) from 200 to 600 °C, a clear trend is observed, indicating an increased conductivity from $1.5 \times 10^6$ to $4.2 \times 10^6$ S/m. In addition, the most significant increase of electrical conductivity occurs at a sintering temperature from 250 to 300 °C, which correlates to the heating curve in Figure S4 (discussion in the Supporting Information).

However, there is no significant difference past 300 °C. When investigating the effects of sintering time from 1 to 60 min (Figure 2d) at 300 °C, no trend is observed and that electrical conductivities varied from $3 \times 10^6$ to $3.5 \times 10^6$ S/m. In addition, the stability of the printed copper features in ambient conditions (Figure 2e) is measured over a duration of 42 days. The printed Cu patterns show little to no change in their conductivity over that time span, demonstrating high stability in ambient conditions.

Formate Passivation Strategy. Copper nanostructures’ lower resistance to oxidation and corrosion is due to their high surface-to-volume ratio, compared to bulk copper. Improving their antioxidation and anticorrosion properties is vital in prolonging the lifetime and electrical performance of printed Cu features. Here, we describe a surface hybridization strategy by introducing formates (FA) onto the printed highly crystalline Cu (111) NPLs (Figure 3a). The surface passivation occurs with FA binding to neighboring copper atoms at the surface. Through this Cu-FA hybridization, we demonstrate the enhancement in oxidation resistance of Cu conductors.

Improved Thermal Stability of Formate-Treated Cu NPL Conductors. Figure 3b compares the oxidation resistance between Cu and Cu-FA under ambient conditions at increased temperatures. Both conductors survive oxidation at 200 °C; however, the Cu conductor starts oxidizing significantly at 250 °C. The Cu-FA conductor, on the other hand, oxidizes at 350 °C, an increased working temperature of about 100 °C, compatible with the maximum working temperature of flexible polymer substrates, like Kapton. The increased oxidation resistance of Cu-FA can be attributed to the surface formate layer, preventing oxygen from oxidizing the Cu surface. However, the surface formate layer decomposes, exposing and subsequently allowing oxygen on the conductor surface. In addition to the enhanced oxidation resistance, the Cu-FA hybridization also enhances the corrosion resistance.

Improved Corrosion Stability of Formate-Treated Cu NPL Conductors. The SEM images (Figure 3c) are shown of Cu (top) and Cu-FA (bottom) after prolonged base treatment, in which a pronounced corrosion and surface reconstruction can be observed on the Cu conductor. This surface reconstruction on the Cu conductor was the direct result of forming oxides on the copper surface. This breaks down while also disfiguring the sharpness of the NPLs. In addition, oxidation can also result in voids formed in the Cu NPLs. On the other hand, Cu-FA conductors retain their distinct shapes, with little to no visible damage to the printed structure. The insets for each SEM image (Figure 3c) correspond to the image after the base treatment. The measured resistances under base corrosion measurement (Figure 3d) of Cu and Cu-FA reveal the anticorrosion nature for Cu-FA, with no significant resistance change. Cu-FA shows an increasing trend for the first 100 min; however, the resistance plateaus remain steady. Cu, however, shows a steady increase in resistance over time.

Additionally, cyclic voltammetry was performed to evaluate the Cu oxidation stability. Cu-FA shows a stable voltammogram, whereas the voltammogram of Cu NPLs shifts and varies between runs (further discussion is shown in the Supporting Information). These observations help support the superior stability of Cu-FA toward anticorrosion. These observations suggest the enhanced antioxidation and anticorrosion performance of surface-hybridized Cu conductor through the formate passivation.

Copper–Graphene Hybridization Strategy for High-Temperature Stability. The use of graphene in metal composites has shown to provide interesting benefits, like thermal stability, improved ampacity, improved corrosion resistance, and improved electrical conductivity of copper. Here, we introduce an in situ direct conversion of molecular dopamine and hybridization strategy of Cu–graphene conductors focusing on extreme environments such as high temperatures, where the temperatures greatly exceed 1084 °C (bulk copper’s melting point). The in situ Cu–G direct conversion is achieved through dopamine coating during the Cu ink preparation, which, when carbonized at elevated temperatures, serves as a potential graphene source. This can be attributed to the presence of hydroxyl (−OH) and amine (−NH2) groups forming a uniform coating on the Cu nanoplate surface, which, in turn, is attributed to their strong adhesion due to noncovalent bonds (hydrogen bonding or π−π stacking), resulting in the enhancement of electrical conductivity due to metallic and covalent bond formation between the graphene and copper (111) nanoplates. Once sintered, the resulting conductor has a high conductivity (4.3 x
10^6 S/m). The Raman spectrum and XRD diffractograms help support the formation of the graphene and the quality of the conductor (Figure S9). A model depicts how the graphene layer preferentially adsorbs onto the Cu {111} facet (Figure 4a), effectively passivating and hybridizing the Cu conductor. The adjoined images (Figure 4a, inset) show the printed Cu feature before (top) and after (bottom) sintering, showing no signs of melting after sintering up to 1400 °C, significantly above the bulk copper’s melting point.

**Improved Ampacity and Thermal Stability of Cu–G Hybridized Conductor.** A SEM and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopic image (Figure 4b) shows the printed Cu feature after sintering, revealing the uniform distribution of Cu and C elements. X-ray diffraction (XRD) is used (Figure S9b) to characterize the Cu–G conductors after heating up to 1400 °C. The three peaks observed at 2θ values at 43.3, 50.5, and 74.1° are characteristic for Cu (FCC), corresponding to {111}, {200}, and {220} planes, respectively. The intense peak related to the Cu {111} lattice plane suggests that the Cu {111} is maintained, further suggesting that the printed Cu–G conductors have survived after sintering at 1400 °C. Figure 4c shows the ampacity measurements between pure Cu NPLs and Cu–G conductors. Varying dopamine concentrations reveal an increase in ampacity from pure Cu NPLs to 0.64 wt % G followed by a decrease in ampacity at 0.96 and 1.28 wt % G, suggesting that 0.64 wt % G is the optimal concentration. Cu–G (0.64 wt %) shows an increase of ~20-fold (approximately from 0.5 x 10^4 to 10 x 10^4 A·cm^-2) in the current-carrying capacity, which assists in concluding that electric and thermal conductivities of the Cu–G conductor are remarkably higher compared to those of Cu NPLs, which further accentuates the role of graphene on high-temperature stability and thus reliability. The role of graphene in improving the ampacity of the Cu–G conductors is due to the high thermal conductivities of graphene. In addition, high-temperature conductivity studies (Figure 4d) are performed, comparing the printed Cu NPLs and Cu–G features sintered under an inert atmosphere up to 1400 °C, whereas printed Cu NPLs failed around 950 °C. Both the enhanced performances observed can be attributed to the graphene’s role in suppressing Cu diffusion and its high thermal conductivity and hybridizing Cu and graphene at the interface during in situ conversion. In addition to its high-temperature performance, we also demonstrate graphene’s ability to enhance the anticorrosion properties of Cu and to significantly suppress Cu diffusion through preferential lattice matching. In addition, we tested its anticorrosion properties (Figure S10; discussion in the Supporting Information).

**Simulation of Copper–Graphene Interaction at Elevated Temperatures.** To understand the effects of graphene incorporation in copper on its bonding behavior of alloy systems, we performed molecular dynamic simulations for a pristine copper system including six atomic layers along the [001] direction and a copper–graphene–copper heterogeneous structure with temperatures at 800 K (Figure S12), 1200 K (Figure S13), 1600 K (sintered, Figure S1a; unsintered, Figure S11), and 2000 K (Figure S14). We observed that large atomic displacements of copper atoms away from their equilibrium positions in a pristine 6-layer copper slab appear at around 1200 K and are enhanced when the temperature is increased up to 2000 K. On the other hand, copper atoms in the copper–graphene–copper heterogeneous structure exhibit
much less deviations from their equilibrium positions. The results provide strong evidence that the incorporation of graphene is able to enhance the bonding stability of the whole structure at higher temperatures and hence increase the melting point of the system.

**XPS Investigation of Sintered (and Unsintered) Cu–G Conductors.** X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) can be utilized in determining the present elements and their chemical environments of printed Cu–G conductors (Figure S15). Figure 5b shows the XPS spectrum of the sintered Cu–G sample with six clearly different chemical environments around 284.87, 286.21, 288.51, 289.42, 289.54, and 291.27 eV corresponding to sp² and sp³ carbons, C–O, C–NHₓ, C=O, COO, and O–COO functional groups, respectively (the XPS of unsintered Cu–G and various other environments is shown and discussed in the Supporting Information). To further support the in situ conversion of dopamine to graphene, the N 1s XPS spectrum (Figure S18) was investigated. The unsintered sample showed one peak at 399.61 eV, which corresponds to pyridinic/pyrrolic N. Once sintered, an additional peak appeared at 401.00 eV corresponding to graphitic N, indicating the successful formation of the nitrogen-doped graphene of the printed Cu–G conductor.

**Stacking Orientation of Cu–G Conductors.** In addition to interpreting the X-ray diffraction pattern of Cu–G conductors (Figure S9), crystal tilt orientation can tease out information regarding how the Cu NPLs are stacking. Mapping the crystal tilt (Figure 5c) for the (111) plane (43.3°) in both sintered and unsintered prints, there is a relatively broad spectrum with the peak intensity at 270°, corresponding to the sample normal. The anisotropy in the Debye ring indicates the preferential orientation of the Cu NPLs, with narrower peaks suggesting that the alignment between the Cu NPLs is increasing. The corresponding FWHMs for the sintered and unsintered prints are 4 and ∼10°, respectively, suggesting that once sintered, the Cu NPLs are oriented in roughly the same direction and preferentially stacked on top of one another.

### CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we report highly crystalline Cu (111) nanoplates as the building block for the development of antioxidation Cu conductors with high conductivity and stability under extreme environments. We describe two hybridization strategies for printed Cu conductors: one involving formate passivation to show antioxidation and anticorrosion and the other with the in situ conversion of dopamine to graphene, displaying remarkable stability at high temperatures (1400 °C), exceeding the melting point of bulk copper (1084 °C). The printed Cu conductors display a high electric conductivity of 4 × 10⁶ S/m and a sheet resistance of 4 mΩ/sq/mil, which can be printed onto a variety of flexible substrates, including high-temperature Kapton plastics and flexible Alumina Ribbon Ceramic substrates. The Cu–G conductor displays an ∼20-fold increase in the current-carrying capacity when directly compared with the Cu conductor. Additionally, its high-temperature stability was computationally modeled. The
findings shown here represent a new conductor material building block and promising strategies to address the material’s reliability issues for printed electronics at high temperatures. These observations depict that our hybridized Cu NPL conductors featuring antioxidation and anticorrosion properties and stability at elevated temperatures deem them suitable for a plethora of printed miniaturized electronic applications. Moreover, the size, ease of manufacturing, and scalability make them excellent candidates for advanced electronics.
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